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Abstract
Key management is very essential part in the cryptographic field where the key must be maintained very secure so
that the problem of maintaining of the key is important. The proposed method elaborates the much enhanced and
actual key management system along with improved speed and less storage of the key. The policy of managing the
key is mandatory for producing a key and required to take care to the storage as well as processing of it in the cloud
scenario where security of the data is up most important thing when number cloud users are more in the network to
use several applications. Making use of several algorithms by considering Diffie Hellman by combing with the
Elliptic Curve will provide most effective in managing of the keys with much lesser key size. In this paper key
exchange and shared key generation with Curve 448 is considered the practical results shows that effective key
generation and exchange of the shared key. It obtains a 224-bit security level which delivers increased security over
Curve 25519, and which has a 255-bit prime number. The proposed elliptic curves which are quicker and simpler to
implement than other prime-order curves which are applicable for most of the applications. Hamburg chose
the Solinas trinomial prime base p=2448-2224-1 which provides faster Karatsuba multiplication.
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1. Introduction
Several applications based on cloud computing
are used which is more connected to several
concerns in late decades. So, it is crucial to
promise the protection of the stored data into
the cloud. Several methods were planned to
protect the data as well as to provide the
security of the redistributed information in the
storage. The key management not only
provides secrecy of the keys obtained but also
provides much faster key generation with
much improved security. The implementations
considered in other curve have been for fields
of size around 2256 making in security
comparison with other existing algorithms [1].
The proposed curve used a design of an 448-bit
field which provides effective and faster in key
generation compared to curve 25519 which can

also consider for generating and securing the
cryptographic keys [2]. Since other existing
algorithm for key generation and exchange are
required to modify to make them more
accurate in terms of speed and size of the keys
used in the algorithm. In this paper, employs
the key management methods to several ECDH
shared key generation is discussed and executed. The results suggesting that curve 448 is
faster in generating of the shared key which
can be later used for any group messages.
In X448 which considers the use a
Montgomery curve which uses 448bit (56
byte) prime number of P=2448−2224−1. It has
better security compared to Curve 25519,
and
which
has
a
255-bit
prime
255
number
(P=2 −19).
A
Montgomery
curve (v2=u3+486662u2+u) with scalar
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multiplication. In X448, we use 56-byte string
values, rather than 32-byte values for X25519.
The key size for reliable Discrete Logarithmic
Problem based Diffie-Hellman has popular
over time, so it is also positioned a heavier
managing load in terms of speed and storage
issues [3]. The attractiveness of Elliptic Curve
Cryptography is considered to provide
essential security with far reduced size in the
keys thereby reduction in commutation
overhead. In mobiles and other cloud
computing tools that manages with respect to
storage and accessing power is to be
considered as compulsory for securing the any
transmission of information as increases the
exposure since the susceptibility to the
opponent due to publicly accessibility of all
these above also increases so it is the primarily
important to detect and reduce the complexity
in generating and processing of the keys.
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Figure1: Representation of Diffie Hellman Key
Exchange Algorithm

2. Related Work
The various works has been undergone in
connection with Elliptic curve Diffie Hellman
key exchange protocol for generating of keys
and soon after utilized for securing the
information or any other applications. The
figure.1 represents the Diffie Hellman Key
Exchange algorithm in detail, and this will be
elaborated in the case of untrusted cloud
network where we use to process and store the
data The algorithm provides the secret key
which in turn further utilized for the
encryption. Both the cloud nodes agree on two
values G and n after that uses the random
values x and y and generates A= Gx mod n and
B= Gy mod n after that A and B are mutually
exchanged to each other which in turn generate
the k1 and k2 which are same secret keys
generated and utilized further. In this algorithm
the technique accepts two members where they
do not have any sort of information about the
key and each other to jointly determine a key
over a vulnerable channel as shown in Figure
1.

Figure 2: Representation of Diffie Hellman Key
Exchange Algorithm to generate secret key k.

The figure 2 elaborates the secret key
generation using random numbers. The Cloud
Key
Management Interoperability Protocol
(CKMIP)
establishes
up
a
single
comprehensive agreement for the use of
interaction connecting to various servers and
users of these assets. In most of the cloud
applications where the data is to be process in
the untrusted network so that the requirement
of secrecy in data is mandatory.
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Ivan Damgrd et.al.,[4] describes about the
managing of the keys on the server as well as
machine side which is having the condition in
which the server has be work and process only
when it is required to do so. Atulbhai Patel
et.al., [5] represents cloud computing security
which are considered by utilizing the key
management includes every one of the
delicacies of the procedure to deal with keys
whenever it is essential. Ching-Nung Yang
et.al.,[6] describes securing the data without
losing or disturbing the content in that the main
event primarily uses the concept of Elliptic
Curve Diffie-Hellman algorithm (ECDH)
[8][9][10]. The benefits of unique Montgomery
primes is generally in carry
proliferation on
full-radix operations but primes larger than
about 2256 favor vectorized growth on ARM
and decreased-radix proliferation on x86-64.
Curve25519 [7] proposes and examines the
curve 25519 the function suitable for a wide
variety of applications by considering the
ECDH algorithm and proves that curve 25519
has faster in generating required keys and high
security DH computations.
3. Mathematical Prerequisites
a. Elliptic Curves
An elliptic curve is described across
a field K and
describes
points
in K2
the Cartesian product of K with itself. If the
field has characteristic different then the curve
can be defined as a plane algebraic
curve which, after a true change of variables,
consists of solutions (x,y) to:
E: y2 = x3 + ax + b
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element that can be described as lightly
looping lines in the (x,y) plane. Elliptic
Curves can be given by using Weierstrass
equation[14].
E: y2 + u1xy + u3y = x3 + u2x2 + u4x + u6

(2)

The points on an elliptic curve over an
arbitrary field K can be defined as the set of
solutions (x,y) of equation (1) [13], The
addition operation of the group is based on the
geometric properties of elliptic curve. Point at
infinity  is additive identity. Some basic facts
of Elliptic Curves are discussed below. The
curve coefficients in Edward is of the form
Ed: y2 + x2= 1+ dx2y2

(3)

In Equation (3) Ed and its twist together have
4·prime order, and because of that the order of
the curve is fewer than p, which is primary
advantage as compared to any other
techniques.
b. Discrete logarithm problem
In mathematics, for given real numbers p and q
the logarithm logqp is a number y such that
qy =p. Analogously in any group G, power qk
can be considered for all integers k. The
discrete logarithm logqp is an integer k such
that qk = p[11][12].
c. Elliptic Curve Discrete
Problem (ECDLP)

Logarithm

The security of Elliptic Curve Cryptography
lies on the idea that the Elliptic Curve discrete
logarithm problem to be much harder.

(1)

for some coefficients a and b in K. The curve
is expected to be non-singular, which means
that
the
curve
has
no cusps or
self-intersections.

In most of the cloud computing applications
the required security lies on the selection of the
type of the Elliptic Curve for efficient
utilization for generation of keys which in turn
used for cloud data encryption.

There are enormous literatures about elliptic
curves. Elliptic Curves is an performing

For the decryption same shared key used for
the successful data retrieval that has stored in
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the cloud.

Number of
Samples taken
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Shared key generation time in
paper [2]
0.049
0.051
0.048
0.049

Curve X
448

Curve 25519 based shared key generation
Sample 1
0.032
discussed in [2] which gives clear indication of
Sample
2
0.022
generating the keys based on the curve 25529
Sample
3
0.012
which makes faster computation due to its
Sample 4
0.012
structure which considers scalar multiplication.
The paper [2] also shows the results based on Table 2: The comparison of shared key memory in Kilo
the curve 25519 and effectively utilization of Bytes used between paper [2], Curve X 448 with ECDH
the curve for generation of the shared key and
proved the security aspects required for the
Parameters Paper [2]
Curve
ECDH
cloud data encryption and decryption of the
X 448
data based on these obtained keys. The paper
For secret
keys
32
56
64
[2] also elaborates the implementation of the
For
public
curve which is compared to several existing
keys
32
56
64
algorithms and justifies the results with respect
to different keys size and with several sample
results. The nature of this result obtained is Table 3: The comparison of size of shared key generated
based on faster computation in x-coordinate memory in Kilo Bytes in paper [2] and Curve X 448 .
point operation.
Number of
Paper [2]
Curve X
Samples
448
The comparison of paper [2] with proposed
taken
algorithm provides the computation with
Sample 1
4634
4434
selected curves for implementation in different
Sample 2
4517
4436
environment based on the utilization of the
Sample 2
4575
4516
curve. The size of the keys generated in ECDH
is having the size of 64 KB and it is high as
compared to generated key in paper [2]. The
proposed algorithm based on Curve X 448
gives much lesser memory of the generated
shared key as compared to normal ECDH key
size.
Table No. 1 symbolizes the implementation
time for shared key generation. In X 448 uses
56-byte string values as compared to 32-byte
value of the curve 25519. The memory of the
generated key for comparison between Curve
25519 and Curve X448 is represented in Table
No. 3.

Table 1 :The Implementation time (in sec) for shared
key generation in paper [2] and Curve X448

Figure 3: comparison of Storage cost for ECDH, Curve
25519 and Curve X 448

The implementation time in ECDH is high as
compared to Curve 25519 which provides the
160-bit security level. The Curve 25519 has
good security level with much more
implementation speed. The Curve X448 has
224-bit security with reduced processing speed
which may causes system considering for
cloud applications are much suitable for this.
Some of the cloud application where memory
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is essential parameter since some of the
platform it is based on the payment for each
usage of the memory. In X448 it uses
Montgomery curve (v2=u3+486662u2+u) with
scalar multiplication.
4. Experimental Results
The experimental results are performed in Intel
i5 processor 8GB ram in Python 3.8.2 the
results based on the implementation time and
memory of the generated shared key is
illustrated in Table No. 1 and Table No. 3. Here
considering implementation parameters, for
example, storage memory and implementation
time. ECC provides the much-reduced key size
with required security [13][14]. From Figure
No. 3 representing Storage cost for comparison
between ECDH and Curve 25519. In Table 1
shows The Implementation time (in sec) for
shared key generation in paper [2] and Curve
X448 the data shows implementation time of
the Curve X448 which is much lesser which is
highly recommended in most of the cloud data
encryption and processing of the data where
speed and storage memory is at most important. Figure No. 3 shows comparison of
Storage cost between ECDH, Curve 25519 and
Curve X 448. Figure No. 4 shows Comparison
of implementation time in sec vs various other
Algorithm with Curve X448 which clearly
indicating that even with the higher length of
key in Curve X448 it provides the faster shared
key generation and reduced memory size.

Figure No. 4 - Comparison of implementation time in
sec vs various other Algorithm with Curve X448.
Figure 5: Representation of execution time and Memory
of shared key generation using curve 25519.
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Figure 6: Representation of execution time and Memory
of shared key generation using Curve X448.

5. Conclusion
Since the size of the encrypting key as well as
maintaining the key in the cloud storage is
most important aspect in the cloud computing
because the sensitive data and important
information has been shared among the cloud
networks. The RSA key management is
considering a key size of 1024 bits which
makes heavier processing as well as
communication cost. ECDH provides much
reduced key size with necessary security
involving it but recent time the shared
generated by using ECHD has increased its
storage cost due to its size and structure, so
ECDH curve 25519 affords required much
quicker shared key creation with smaller
storage memory cost. Curve Ed448-Goldilocks
is some 17% faster for key generation
comparing for ECDH. The shared key obtained
from the Curve X448 is providing 224 bits
security level with faster shared key generation
with much reduced storage cost. So, the cloud
storage network where speed and memory are
the fundamental aspect the Curve X448
provides solution to it.
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